Develop a faster thermometer for use in cattle
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Background
Measuring rectal temperature is a key step in identifying animals that are sick. Taking an animal’s temperature is one of the few practical confirmatory methods to diagnose feedlot diseases like BRD but currently available thermometers require up to 30 seconds or more to get an accurate reading. This extended time frame can have a negative effect on animal welfare and limits the usefulness of the tool when handling groups of animals.

Objectives
- Develop a new and more rapid thermometer.

What they will do
These researchers want to develop and test an infrared probe that can instantly measure bovine rectal temperature to aid in the diagnosis of BRD. The aim is to develop an infrared probe that when inserted into the rectum provides an instant and accurate measure of body temperature. Once the probe has been developed, it will be tested in the lab against currently available thermometers and then tested on 50-100 feedlot cattle that have been pulled for treatment.

Implications
The potential to benefit the beef industry by improving animal health and welfare, reducing economic losses associated with BRD, and promoting antimicrobial stewardship, thereby improving industry sustainability and increasing public/consumer confidence.
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